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MOTES PROM iHE EDITORS

From time to rime we get'letters of inquiry.from some ofvour

colleagues who serve as abstractors, wanting toknow when their

article will appear in print. For the benefit of those people,

whose efforts we really apprpciate, as well as for the information

of other readerk, we thoughtt we would pull'togethpr a;)escript

the production of an issue of Investigations in Science Education.

The present procedure, which has not changed since 1.S.E.,'

was begun, is to draw the bulk of the articles to be abstracted and

analyzed from document resumes in the ERIC system which have been
t

.identified as relating to educational research. or as research reports.
ti

Once these articles'have.been identified, the appropriate journals.
,

I

are located and xerox qppies of the articlesfarelmade. This saves

the abstractor the effort of going to Isis /her personal or institution's

library to get the issue containing the article to be reviewed.

The editors then atteinOlt.to match articles and abstractors,

-) using the sheets completed by the abstractors which identify the research

topics, science content (if any), and educational level.of subjects

involved in thelese4rch. Articles along with a set of the guidelines

for abstractors and an'agreement specifying w en the abstract/analysis

11

t 4-

is due are mailed by the editors.

When an abstract/analysis is'received, the author is sent a post,

..
card so that he/she knows the material has been received. The copy is

then edited so that it conforms to the usual format fdi 1.S.E.. Our .
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primary tasks here seem t\be'changing headings of the abstract/

analysis so they are the same as. those in iast issues in terms of

110 end punctdition and capitalization (frequently), correcting

typos (occasionally); checking with the abstractor for citatidns

. .

,for 'quotes or adding referencea,identified in the body of the

article but not included at the end of the abstractor's analyaks

-(from time to time).

. While, these tasks'Itte being completed, the second copy of the

abstract/analysis (which we always request and usually receive)

Is on its way to the author of the original article, with a letter

suggesting that he/she may wish to respond td.questions raised by

the abstractor. If we receive only one copy of the abstract /analysis,

we xerux this before beginning our editing. By sending the

material to the author (or first atithorl if more than one name is

listed), we hope to encourage More dialogue than has taken place

In past issues.

Once the copy has been.edited, it is given to a.typist to format
.

for publication in I.S.E. When what we hope is final copy is received,

we again read it, checkittg for typographical errors. When corrections,

if needed, are made, we assemble a sufficient number of pages of.

copy for an issue.

- When an issue has been assembled; university policiej dictate

that ittbesent out for

cedure adds an a dditiOna

After the bidding proses

And we wait, for the '>ret

S.

ds to various printing firms. This pr4K

time delay 'in the production process..

As completed, t)e copy goeS to the printer.

rn of the finished pr uct.

Iv

t
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As soon as possible after copies of an issue of I.S.E. are.

delivered to the ERIC Center, we' list' out copies to subscribers,
. .

to the authors wh se abstract/analysis material is incltded in

that issue, and to the I.S.E. eivisory
A
board. Additional copies

are available for ati VtARIC. I.S.E; also i' ..available on

.

microfiche and is t erefore available at any location housing an

,ERIC collection.

.11

'Thil may have old you more than you cared.to know about
- 4.

the steps 1.n produc ng an issue of Investigations in Science
.

.
i

..
,

Education. However, we'hope that it explains why your copy

4

does not immediate) appear in print and why, although.oublished

four times a year, i sues may not appear at a particular time

during the year as y u had anticipated.

All

Patricia E. "Mosses
/ Editor

.

Robert L: Steiner
Associate Editbr
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Bill, B. W. "Using College Chemistry to Influence Creitivity." Journal

,,, of Research in Science Teaching, 13(l):71 -77, 1076.- i

' u Descriptors,- -*Chemistr7;.*.College Science;. ACtpativity; *Crea-

'tivity Tests; Educational - Research; .Higher EducatioN.
*Laboratory Techniques; .Measurement Instruments; Science
Education

. .
.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis.Prepored Especially for I.S.E. by Richard ."
J. Body, Mount Senario College. . ,1

Purpose

The purpose of the study was twofold: to find whether (1) deliberate

instruction in the creative process can enhance creativity and achfeve-

went in chemistry, and (2) if.theuse of audio-visual materiali`can

contribute to increasing creativity of students.

f Rationale,

,..,

-The framework of the study was 'Guilford's model' o the structure of the

'intellect. Specifically, itwas assumed that creativity requires diver-

gent production: The author argued that encouragIng and rewarding

divergent production will foster creativity and that, in science, the

laboratory is an ideally, suited context. .

The author developed her own test of creativity in ehemist,pr but based

it on GUilfordss- "The MiUneiota Test) o; Ciestive Thinking."'

Research Design and .Procedure

,

Subjects One hundred and,seveniy -sfx students enrolled in general
;

college chemistry served as subjects. They were divided into four -

sections, three of which served as experimental groups; one,as

control.

O

.1
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41.

Pre- and posttests-All subjects were pretested for chemistry achievement,

knowledge of laboratory technique, arid creativity iw chemistry. There'

were no 'significant differences on the pretests. After the oneAbarter

chemistry course, all wereposttested on knowledge of lab technique and

creativity-in chemistry.

Treatment - -Ali students were told creativity in lab wOuldicount as one-
.

,

fourth of4their grade:)CInstructionlith all students emphasized

creativity., The only difference between treatment and.Control groups

was that the treatment groups received the audio-visual instruction ifs
.

addition to the regular lab instr4Otion.

Fines.
4

The author reported that both.thetreatment and control groups improved

over pretest scores'in both knOledge of lab technique and creativity.

In addition, the experimental groups exceeded thecontrolon th'i\Post-

. test for creativity. While it was asierted'that the differences were

significant, neither thd data'nor
a

the statistics-used were given.

, .

4

o
.

)
4

4 S
A'

Interpretations -f

. (
,

41,

The author' concluded that (1) laboratory technique is improved as a

result of audio-visual instruction, and (2) teaching and rewarding

creativity can increase creative abili4pas.

.

,.

4.

AlkSTRACTORtS ANALYSIS

Interpretation (1) The author concluded that, because the treatment

groups exceeded control on the posttest for lab techniqbe, A-V instrud-

tIon was productiVe( Any other result wouldhp surprising However,

the data given are insufficient'to'warrant even this-modest conclusion.

It ppeared that t- -tests or some similar simple method ,was used.'

;

4



Since both groups received the test twice (pre- and,past-), repeated

measures analysis of variance is a more appropriate test. This tght,
4 -

,,,

.4

however, confirm the stated results. . t
-

-.

.
lhterpretation (2)--All groups were trained in creaeivity and.all groups

improved. However, since there was no control group riceiving'no crea-

tivity training, it is impossible to attribute the improvement to the

training. The Improvement may have been due to having taken the test
. ,

before (no test-retest reliability is given), or merely dde,to taking

chemistry (4 wish: ).

.Since the design of the study was inadequate to test the hypotheses under

consideration, the conclusion of the study ii,indeed suspect.

1 s

0.
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Holliday, 141114m G. and Lawrence L. Brunner. "Diffeientfitl-Cognitive
and Affective Resporiies to Flow Diagrams in Science." Journal at
Research in Science Teaching, 14(2):129-138, 1977. ' -

+ Descriptors--Atademic Achievement: *Biology; *Educational
Research; *Flom Charts; *inktruction; Science Education:
Secondary Education; *Secondary School Scienpe;.*Verbal
-A414ty; Visual Aids

... I.
.../

Expanded Abstract and Analysie'Prepared Especially for.I.E.E.--by
David L. 'Dunlop, Universitjrif Pittsburgh at Johnstown.

Purpose

r
$

The purpose df this study was to investigate differential cognitive

and affective responses'thade by high school biology students and

teachers towa rd two different flow diagrams; a picture-woid diagram

And a block-word diagram. An implied cognitive hypothesis predicted

that leatners who are low verAl performers and whoareprovided with

t$e picture-wniddiegram could score significantly higher thanthose.

learnerswho are also low verbal perfOrmers and who are provided with

the block-word diagram. High verbal perfOrmers were hypothesizedpot

to respond differently to either diagram. Implied affective hypotne-

ses predicted that learnert would pref using the picture-word
,9

diagram rather than the block-word diagrin, ani that biology teachers

would prefer that 4heir students use the picture -word diagram.

Rationale'

The rationale for this study is based upion the assumption that the

, line drawings of concrete concepts in the piltitre-word diagram would

generally fa4ilitate verbal recall. On the other hand, the lick of '0" 1

liDe drawings inthe block-word diagramwouid require a learner to
. , .

-idedtify (i.e. encode and rebember)the same concrete concepts with-

out a picture. This rationale, accoMing to the author's, is consistent
e .

. ifith recent work dons in imagery (Paivio, 1973) andaptitude-treatment
.. 0

. . ..

interaction:(Cronbach and Sn 959; Hunt, 1975), 1 .
. N '. r

. .

.
. . .

$

Am.
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Research Design andProcedure

Eighty-three students enrolled in an introductory high schdOl biology
--

#
Course In Calgary, Alberta, were randomly chosen from a larger sample

pool of 207 students.' the verbal ability of each subject Nis assessed

tbiOugh the use of V-2 .stfrom the Kit of Reference Teibts for Cogni-
;

tiveFactor(French, Ekstrom, and Pi4e,.1965).. Eath subject was also

given a pretest whIch consisted of 30 multiple-chof4 quesliOns which

requirett the subjects to answer retenamm test questions yhich were.

rdevelOped from the rephrised and. recombined instructive questions)

Si

presented in each treatment.

e;
The independent variables comprising the treatments consiite4 of either

a picture -word diairam or a block-Word diagram. The Oictdre-word,dia-

gram was adopted from Spangenberg's (1971) coherent iLtagrams and con-

sisted of stylized line drawings illuwstiating concrete concepts and

logically positioned labels of more technical concepts joined by

arrows. The block-word diagram was adopted from-Cropper's (1970)

picture" verbal diagram and consisted of printed words and uncolored

block figures or colored line drawings. The authors state 'that the

same 37 concepts were included in both diagrams and the same 22 instruc-

tive questions were used in each instructional treatment. Students did.

not, receive feedback to their instructive question answers for reasons

»discussed by Anderson (1970a). '

....

The students were randomlyassigned to the picture-word or the block:.

word diagram treatment,group, and the subjects were instructed to

learn the material and answer the instructive questions trriting7*
a.

In an attempt to induce pos4ive motivation thi subj9ts *Jere told

that the results of their total scores a subsequent multiple-choice

vevbal post-test would be a good. ndicato of their ability to under-

.
. stand science information, and that their scoreq would be sent to their .

biology teacher.'
.

. .

After the treatment was completed, a post-test, identical to the.pre-
,

test, was Idministered to each. student. Finally, each student was

T
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given a questionnaire which asked the question, "Which visual illus-

tratiOn do you think would hplp you understand this material the'

least? a) Visual 'A', b) Visual 'B'?" The picture-word diagram was,

labeled "Visual A" and the block-word diagram sample was labeled

"Visual B".

Thirty three high'school biology teachers from the Calgary high

schools were used-as judge's.' Frior to the administration of any

materials to the students,'the judges were gOen sample copies of.

the diagrams with an accompanying textual description of the diagrams

and the post-test. The teacher questionnaire asked the question,

"Which visual ill.ustration do you think would help Grade 10 biology

students understand this material the best? a) Visual 'A', b)I
Visual 'B'?"

- et.

Multipa: linear-regression an s,used to evaluate the cogni-alYCil we

. tive.hypothesis. The post -test scores (dependent variable) from

thepictureWord.and block-word groups constituted the criterion

vector. The pre-test scores cansttuted.oni of the predictors and
.

acted.as a covariate in the regression.equatiOns.. Chi- square analy-

sis was used to examine the data generated by the student. -an d teacher

questionnaires:

.

Findings

.

Multiple linear-regression analylis indicated that subjects who were

row verbal performers and who were provided. with the picture -word

d iagram scored significantly higher than did those low verbal learners

provided- with the block7word diagram, F (1,71) 4.46, p4c0.05. Fre-
.-

quency.distribution daia"suggest that the picture-ward istudent

subjects and the teacher judges generally favored the picture -word

diagram; however, there was go evidence of the preferegce differ-:

encea by the block-word student subjects. toward either diagram, X
2

e4
(1) NB 5.13, 'pl0,05.

.0
41411A

ti
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Interpretations

'.
. .

The authors indicate that the findings of this study support the .
. .

Linguistic7/maginal Model; a synthesis of Paivio's coding and memory
1

.

hypothesis concerning images and verbal information, and'Cronbach's

aptitude-treatment interaction hypothesis concerning indiv dual

:r differences. Results from this study suggest that learner with

lower verbal performance will have more difficulty learning from
. . \ :

. certain.fiverbally dependent" science materiairsuch as block -word

diagrams. In contrast" learners with higher verbal performance will

have less difficulty learning fr41 verbally dependent material's.

.

The authors conclude that science Materials similar to those used

in'this study should probably bewellllustrated,

those students designated as "low verbak.s'

.

ABSTRACTOR' S ANALYSIS

,

especially for
_t

Research on. cognition resulting from or, relating to pictorial and

verbal symbols has appeared in the literature on several occasions

since Lumsdaine (1949) reported the superiority'of pictorial repre-

sentations over verbal representations. Gagne and Rohner (.969) con-

cluded that, given a choicqof method in presenting ecidivalent

information, pictorial materials are superior to verbal representa

tions, and Spangenberg (1971) found that a single diagram display -

often represents a more effective mediUM than does a textual descrip,7

tion. Therefore, it came as nd surprisdcwhen Holliday reported that

subjects who were low
.1

verbal performers and who were provided with

timpicture-word diagram scored significantly higher than thoseo1ov

verbal learners providedwith the block-word-diagram. Nor wa& it a

surprise to learn that students with lowerIverbal performance will

have move difficulty learning from certain verbally dependent science

materials than will the students with higher verbal performance.

Since these findings are not new, it appears that their relevance,

is related to the supporeof the Lingulstic-Imaginal Model teporteW

by Holliday (1976):,, .

.9

15
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The authors indicated that/the hypotheses would. predict specific

outcomes; however, the statement of the hypotheses*watimpledrather

than specifically stated. This format is somewhat vague and could

lead to confuSion on the-pert of the reader. It would have been

helpful to have madaexplicit statements of the
_
hypotheses under-

consideration. Further, if -these statements were in the riull form,

it would help the reader to connect the text with the statistical

41

analysis.

an examining the research procedure, the reasoning behind the deci-
..

sion to omit feedbaC.k to the students during tHeir answering of the

The authors cite an article byi

decision with the implication

The validity of using Anderson's

is questionable, at ,

instructive questions is not clear.

Anderson (1970a) as support for this

being that feedback 1.s of no-value.

article as a basis for this decision

Although Anderson does make some statements concerning the lack of

value'for immediate feedbacks these statements were all in.relation-

ship, to programmed instruction, and this system of instruction is not
,e :

equivalent to a'flqw diagram with a series of instructive questions.

Anderson cites Ktumboltz and Weisman 1962) to point'out that. grams

teach as much or more when immediate reinforcement is omitted. Sulli-

0

tvan (1967) and others believe that this,phenomenon may bethe result,

of a gross short-circuiting of attention when the

readily availablk. The'students may copy it (the

blank without reading the material in the frame.

correct answer is

answer) into the

Anderson; Kulhavy.

and Andre (1970b) support this explanation and report that when:using

a programmed instruction system that insures that the subjects:respond
A

prior to seeing the correct answer, the group that always received

feedback did significantly better on the criteria test than the':

group that never.received feedback.

'7,

Regardless of the validity of using Anderson's article as a basis for

omitting feedback, one could ask if the lack of feedback is realistic

in a typical. classroom setting. Frequently, the class (ox teacher)

willdiscuss the material presented in a fiow diagram prior, to evaluat-
.

f

ing the ,student's learning. Thus, as Always, one must be'careful not

to generalize beyond the constraints of this study.

4

61. m

10

16
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,.
Another queition'concerning "realism" occurs when one realizes that

the subjects inr thtstudy were told that the results of their total
.

7
scores on the Post-test would be a good indicator of their ability

to undetstand science information, andthit their scores would be
? A

sent to their biologyateachers. Although it is true that these

instructions may create a pesitive motivational set, they also-may

create a situation-(high motivation) not consistently present in the

classroom.

Tor this study the authors selesteAta pre -test /post -test control group

design with the picture-word group being the experimental group. Al-
.

thous') adequate, the disIgd could have been strengthened through the

use of a Solomon four-group design. This would have allowed for

better control of the interaction-between the testing and the treat-
.

. meat.

. Student preferences were. assessed by diStributing sample copies of

both diagrams and the student questionnaire item after the adminis-
.

tration of the post-test. Since the research design dictated that

canxsgiven Student would have worked in depth with only one of the

two poisi4le types of diagrams, one wonders what effect, It any, this

bad on the students' prefeience toward one or the other of the die-

'stems.

A suggestion for future research would be to.examilMsthe diagrams id

terms of the amount of information contained in each. One method

of accomplishing this would be to use techniques and. procedures

derived from information theory. Several studies CMoser, 1973;

Dunlop; 1974Yhave used these techniques to'investigate human cogni-

tion. jhipfield (1973) also used information theory to study cognition,
.

And he reported that information theory measure could be used to

describe memory processing of humankpertorming learning and recall

tasks on visual, displays. An application of similar techniques could

provide additional information in this area of research.

- 17
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Holliday, Williem,C. and Dahl. A. Harvey.. "Adjunct Labeled Drawings.
'In Teaching Physics to Junior High School Students." Journal of *.

Research in Science Teaching, .13(1) :37-43,' 1976. .

I* .Descriptors--*Diagrams: Educational Research; *Illustrations;
*Instructional Materials; Science Education; *Secondary School

.

. Sciencel'Secondary Education; Textbook Standards; *Arttual Aids

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared ESpecially for I.S.E. by Hans'
O. Andersen, Indlina,University. .

.turpose

Tie investigators' purpose in Conducting this study was to examine the

effect of A science text description in comparison tp the same gescrip-

tion plus adjunct labeled drawings. More spectficatly,'-the investiga-

tors' purpose was tb dereimtne if the addition of adjunct labeled

drawingi to science text materials describing density; pressUre; and
410"

' Archimedes' Principle would facilitate verbal luankitative learning of

ninth -grade junior high school physicalscience students.
,

.Ritionale
o

.0

Textbook authors commonly include lahtied line diagrams inbooks.' It

has been assumed.1hrE the addifi.on of the diagrams makes tha book a

more viable teaching tool. ,Research evidence'supp6rting this, aysur -

tion is not available. Dwyer (1967, 4970, 1972), found Olt adjunct

labeled diagrais of the heart generally were not an effecdive addi-

.tiOn %, a text description when subjects were asked to identify those

structure-function relationships commonly taught in high school biology

classes. Samuels (1970) reviewed numerous stu dies of the effectiveness

of pictures and discovered unanimous agreement among research conalu-

'ons indicating that pictures when used as adjuncts to:the printed

text, do not facilitate verbal'coiprehension. Holliday (1973) examined-

the science pictorial studies and'concluded thatlast of fhem suffered

from serious methodological or treatment content probl ms. tri'a later

I. 4

study (Holliday; 1975) he vals Ale to conclude that som types of

.-Ylogy textbook pictures can facilitate a'form of verbal comprehenbioni!

Which fed him to this present study.

14 . ..
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Research and Design Procedure'
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The sample consisted of 61 students from middle class and:lower .,

J

middle Class.homes who were enrolled in three sections of a junior
1

hiih school-Physical science-course (ninth grade) . Tba.,atudent* hci.

not been f really expoied to the scie4ce principlesdescribedtin.the

treatment teriald.. Only ehose.stuslents,who Were present on both
. f ...0". .

days were included' in the,study..
4 1t.,

r ito..."*"/ .. . .
A verbal ability test (French; et

.
al., 1965) which is reported to have

. .

a high loading op a single' factor identified ling a learnerlsat s

214general ability to; understand the English Lang ge yas administered

to the subjects one week prior to the two-day experiment. The subjects'
r

I were randomly assigned to the text or drawing,plus text treatments.

On day one, all subjects studied a density and pressure lessOn and

completed the density-pressure pOstLrest. On dity two, all subjects

studied an Archimedes' PrinCiple lesson and completed the Archimedes'
! .

Principle post-test. The combined raw scores On the two tests was .

used as the singUlar tesiscdre in this study.
sr

11

The text instructional treatment consisted ef a verbal quantitative
4

e*.
=', description of density, jressure, and Archimedes' Principle, _with

related problems a their solutions. Labeled Line drawings pf geo-
. . -

metric configurations were logicallrplaced within the same materials

to form the drawing-plus-text instructional treatment. An identical'

verbal quantitative (non -pictorial multiple choice post-test was
14

administered to both groups at the conclusion of each-period of

Instruction.' This 21-item science test ,required students.io s e

quantitative problems, identify the cause for the behavior of luids,

and predict thebehavior of fluids in terms of a given set of physical.

conditions.

Findings

,

144

1. Subjects in the drawingplus-text treatment szoredeignificantly

higher than their counterparts in the text -ony treatment group

(F 5.25, df 1/59, p. < :05.
15
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OP

.

2.. = The Internal consistency -reliattility was carculited to 'bc .75

using eionbachs alpha.
f

o

,

3. The subjects in this study scored significantlylower on the verbal -40r
,

-'
., 0

ability test (French; 1965) than those who paFtidipated in*.the bio-
)

. , logy textbook picture study (F = 7.04, df -2- 'Ai'?, p.4C . 01) '.
: 4

S.

2, pp

,
0

Inter 01./.1
0t d

O

,

As the result of an earlier biology study, H011idaSi concluded- that the;0(ow
-

-

addition of adjunct labeled drawings to a text enhanced student iphieve-

meat., The.generalizability of that cbpclusion was increased by.this

.study which permitted the authors to d6pclpde that the achievement of

younger stydentswith,lower verbal ability.feores%was similarly enhanced

by including adjunct labeled draiiiUgs in the text, mate, Furtfier-

moref it -can be stated that the findings, extend the:previous-Uork in cue

-summation, imagery and motivation te- the.applied fipldtf,science

-...A

classroom instruction. 4 '

5. gt

;

The authors pointed out' that theiadjunct labeled diawings-displayed-.

teat relevant information that was tlypohetidlI17 diffi',51.115,E4 sub -

Jects to interpreEpheit they were given Only, teitldhscriptions. These
, 4 .

, diagramis were also logically placed adjunct to Vie text-discussion ',
7

'which is 'a jpractice that has generally been sho*Uacifitate

'learners /ele, 1973)

The authors were similpily quick to. state that;- wh an overall

general. positive effect was report4d0, there is eason to believe th

learners are diffprentially' affected by various types'Ottpic tures..

They caution the reader to attend to the ATI -hipothesio.4(Cronbash ana

Snow, 1969), which states that ,varying inaructfonal treatments 'and
4.

O

'>,*-
performance,measu'res should be evaluated in light theoretically

relevant learner characteristics or aptitudes.. As a general conclu-

sion, the authors recommend that adjunct libeled drawlngs' displaying
.

text relevant information about spatially oriented s*cience concepts be

.

* 16
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logically;.placed throughout a text. However, Ahey note that the
_ -

pervasive effects of such picturei under various classroom'condir

tionieis not well understood and that moreexplaration of potential

advantaged,.disadvantages and procedures is needed.

ik

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

The textbook and text-like .instruction have been and will most likely
. 4 1

continue to.be the major instructional device used by -students and' .

, _.

teachers. The fact that textboatoproduction has proceeded without ..

. ^
-extensive research to determine which development practices and Which

- . -

inclusions make textbooks more valuable instructioriS1 materials s
1,,

, lOr
characteristic of many things done in the name of education,9 Holliday

4 /

and Harvey also reiind.us that there are many practices with histori-

cal precedence that.are ingrained in our behaviof, which iack,research
... II

support, and that coosidera le research is necessary if we are ever
4.

going .0 succeed in our effor to develop isidividualiied instructional
,.. e-'

re_

programs that truly meet individual needs, abilities and aptitudes.

The fact that adjunct labeled drawings are extensively usedrin.text-
.

book and other instructional material4 makes this type of research
.

extremely valuable.

4

R

That the study as conducted.in.real clabsroomd with regular students
. ,

is impojtant, but .perhaps mo mportantls the fact that the '
,

(iPel
-

authOrs have developed a-model that odd be adapted by many,
,

researchers. It would be especially useful for individuals who arp....e"
A Thcjust beginning,reseikh careers. It is often assumed, and especially 44-

by beginning researchers, that research, to be good, mat'be very

complex and utilize fancy statistics. Here is an example of simple
. -

straight-forward research with an unencumbered design that is probably.
. (

i?eter than much research completed. Of course, the secret is not the

_design or the stativics but the existende of a significant problem.

And, what could be mfte signifikent than asking questions about prac-
.

tices that have been assumed coirFct but which at-

reseqrch evidence?'
1

17
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The authors'. comments about the need for additional research on'the

use:of pictures and diagiaus In "textual material are well seated., .

Such research is needed. An examination of how teachers use texts'

and how they are prepared. to used textual material is also needed.

It is possible that instruction and text utilization proyided

teachers-in-training10.lowed by teaching secondary school students

how to use a text could influence outcomes, as measured, considers

ably. In spite of the fact that the'textkook may be the best

instructional material available, the,text is commonly criticized.

:by teachers. Studenti gleefully interpret teacher criticisms of

the textbook to mean that reading the text will be of little value

and they stop reading. A better eext,in;uChaSituatiOn, might

be of little v.ue.
1 "`

The research is Great. fsuch research leads tothe development

of getter instructional materials -we will be one step. ahead. 'llo;f:

ever, I' suspect that if teacher tJaining does-not'assume more.'
. .

responsibility. for preparing teachers to-use instructional materials

that much of these fine efforts will bein vain.

. .

-

;

c
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Expannea Abstract,and Analysis'Prepared'Especially for I.S.E. by Anton
. 1E. Lfwson, Arizona State University. ,

?T

1../. ..

4.1

S.

Purpose

.

The primary purpose of this study was to determine the influedoe of

question format and problem variable familiar on subjects! ability
:

to so ],ve problems requiring-the,g2ntrol of.vari S.
-e

".?; .

4, J.4

Rational *4°' . 0,01
4

: v t., 1, . - . - 4 ..
This research ,is-related to Inhelder and Piageeli (19581...study:lot

. , ,

.)-
. .

. A. .
aolestent reasoning in which they found' use of the controlline4.

4

...., _
., .

. variables schema to increas4 during adolescence.' The reseAkch.l s
.. .. *-. ,.---,...,-/' °also:Purported to be related to ."neo-Piaiepian" theory (e.g., .

- j.,_
.

.t

Pascual -Leone,. i9703). in which"problem complexity andotmat; irr.::: -,

4

;

terms of-numbers Of items'orinformation presented ana.method of

presentation, are important variables influencing performance. $o

further rationale- for the study was given except for brief staie-
.

ment that a cleaier understanding of how children solve control of

variables problems is neededk
o

41'4'41

tesearch Design and Procedure

4

SubJects.1- -Subjects were 120 students from a.large,comprehensive

schOol in a middle-class suburban area of London.' Forty'sui.iects

(half male, half female)'were selectedfrom each of three age ,

4 t.

groups: ,12-, 14-, and 1%-year3olds. Subiddts'were selected random'.

from the approrimarely 90 perdent of the school population whoNolun4

teered to participate.

e,p

J1

'1.
.4

1,

.
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Procodure.--Sublects were randomly assigned to one of two interviewers

who'randomly selected one of two 20-minute interviews. One interview

in cluded questions concerning a Ramp Problem'. The other interview

Included questions concerning a Circuit Problem and a Seed Problem.

For the Ramp-Problem subjects were asked questions which revealed

their ability to isolate and control variables in the context of a

series of marbles rolling down'a.ramp and hitting other marbles.

Questions.were asked in three formats designated (i) free response,

(2) multiple choice, and (3) scre ened (i.e., a screen was..placed

between the subject and a portion of .the apparatus).

For the Circuit Problem subjects were asked questions Uhich revealed

their ability to isolate and control`iiariables in the context of a.
E t

metal box with a.set of wires that had to be connected in the proper

combination to make a buzzer sound. Questions were asked in the

same three formatsas above.

I.

The Seed Problem also involved questions that revealed the subject's

ability to isolate and control variables. The context for this prob-

lemmas planting and growing seeds. The problem w as strictly a

verbal one as no apparatus was provided. Only free response ques-

tions were asked.

I

Scoring. - - Details of the scoring procedures were not given; however,'

responses, Were typically cate6rized into one of four levels roughly

parallel to Inheliter and Piaget's concrete andiformal operational

stage. distinctions.

Data AnaZysis.-,--Nonparametric statistics were used to summarize)

results. Differences between groyps, problems,: and questions were

analyzed' using z score's determined from Kendall's T as a measure of

'correlation or by using the 'sign test.

Findings

. -
$ . ...

Remits for.Each Piobierx.--Ramp: The multiple choice question was

the easiest while the free:response and screen questiOns were of ,

21 ,
,...
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nearly equal difficulty. Circuit: Again the multiple choice

question was the easiest. However, the free response question Was
,

sore difficult than the screen questi4n. Seed: All but four sub-

jects correctly answered the free response question.

Age Differences-In general, older subjects did better on most'o

the questions, although the differences were not always statisti-

cally significant. Age differences were relatively small for the

. free response format but relatively large for the reeved ques-

tion.

Sex Differences. - -No consistent sex differences were found.

-""

Comparisons Among Froblems.--For

problem was the Seed Problem (93

free response_ questions the .easiest

percent success) while the most

difficult was the Circuit problem all percent success). The Ramp

-Problem was intermediate in'difficulty:(40 percent success). These

differences were highly significant: For the multiple choice ques-

tions and s9reened questions these differehces'largely disappeared.

Other Findings

.

Relative success rates for the three question formats on these prob-

lems plus correlations among scores for the three formats were also

reported.

r.

Interpretations

o . .. .

The results were interpreted as suggestive of a change in method of
. ,_-

ptocess.ing information betWeen 12 and 16 year of age.- This change

could be attributed to increases in mental compilting space or

increases in ability td inhibited salience.

I
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It waW suggested that teaching programs which aim to teach logical

thought will be most successful if they emphasise the recognition

of relevant (and irrelevant information) as well as the "all other

things eqd41" schema.

. "

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

Linn.and Levine are addressing a very real issue in science teaching:

the development of a scientific problem solving strategy, namely the

ability to isolate and control variables. 'TWo central questions are
.

raised: (1) What is the effect'of problem variable familiarity on

subject performance? and (2) Mat is the effect of question format

on subject performance?

To answer,the first question three problems which presumably varied

in familiarity were administered using a free response question for;-

mat. One interested in teaching useful (transferable) problem solving

strategies would hope that variable,familiatity would not be a major

determiner of success. If such is the case, then we are left with

the job of making students familiar with every problem context that

they may eventually encounter---presumably an impossible task. ' If

such is not the case, than, we may be able to teach problem solving

,strategies, and may expect transfer to novel contexts.

The results of a careful test of the hypothesis that variable
f

familiarity is an important contributOr to problem success would .

therefore be interesting. Interestingly enough, however, Linn and
s

Levine seem to have failed to control variables themselves in this
.

test. Their three problems (Ramp, Circuit and,Seeq were designed

to involve variables of different degrees of familiarity (Seed,

most familiar; Ciicuit, least familiar). But the test falls'short

on three counts. First, there probably wan- no real familiarity

difference from problem to problem. Are.seeds and fertilizer'really
AP

any more fdmiliar than marbles and wires? I doubt it. Second, not

all pioblems involved concrete materials.' The Seed Problem was

23
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purely verbal while the others involiied materials. Third, as the
. -

authors themillveLaanowledge, "...the method. usid.foripresenting

.the task gave more information about the variables for One task'
A y

than for another" (p..384). I suspect this lasnolkfac vas the

primary cause of the large differences between success rates-on

the three probleMs under the free response format. ,

The second issue addressed by the research was that, of queStion

format. How does the format in which questionsare asked affect

students! performanCet The answer to this question seems somewhat

clearer. The multiple choke format was easiest while the most

difficult was either the screened or free response format, depend-
.

ing upon the age group and task under considration. Presumably

the multiple choice format is easiest because it' merely requires

recognition of a correct.adswer while the free response format

requires the subject to generate an answer.
.

T he nicest result of the study was the rather clear increase with.

age of subjects' success on the ramp and circuit problems in the
---, .

screened format. Less than 15 percent of the 12 -year-Olds 4

correctly answered the screened format questions but over 56 per-

ill:

c t of the 16-year-olds did. The older subjects Were much better'

t n theyounger ones at hOng able to ignore the irrelevant and

,...)misleading information given in these problems and rrectly use

the "all, other things equal" schema. 1. -

As Linn and Levine point out, this result is support for'ihe *view

that, as children.become older, they are better ableto prociss

relevant information by ignoring irrelevant information or at

least by being able to suppress misleading information. This is

consistent with the finding that older children are more field

independent than younger children; i.e., they are better able to

disembed important information from misleading backgrou;ds

Moore; Goodenough and Goa, 1977).. The result also offers support

for the view that intellectual delielopment is a process

correct (but limited r tuitions, which develop very early, grad-

walk become more explic and general guides to problem solving as

:* .
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the chill gains in experience and becomes better able to use Ian-

guage to guide his thinkg and behavior (c.f., Lawson and Woliman,

/976).

The Linn and'Levine research is significant in this Aspect. The

implication they draw for educaEiott is, no doubt a valid one. 'Learn-

ing how to performa controlled experiment by stressinonly the

"all other things equal" schema is probably not sufficj.ent for a

workable (i.e., transferrable) understanding. After. all, one it

never really able to keep "all other things equal" anyway. Students

nee d practiCe in recognizing relevant and irrelevant variables and

In disembedding the relevant ones from their sometimes confusing and

misleading contexts. Thus, the task of teaching reasoning is not a

simple one that can be reduced to a few aightforward lesions.

Allow one comment on the adequacy of the research report. In short,

the report was extremely difticult"due to liberal use of abbrevia-
. .

tions (e.g., free, MC, screen), sometimes overly concise style, and

the 'Axing of the results, discussion, and conclusion sections.
Ar

AltIlugh writing which would eliminiti these problems would slightly

increase the length of the' manuscript, it would 'assist_ considerably

in clarity.
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Expanded Abstract and Analysid Prepared Especially,for I.S.Q. by
Willis Horak, The University of.AsAsona.

o

Purpose

Overall this study tips designed to investigate the-effects ofinstruc-

tion on the philosophical beliefs about sciencellpg elementary.

eduEition majors. Specifically, it dealt with the effectiveness of

three types of elementary saence methods'iourses on enhancing a view-

point which considers scientific knowledge as not absolute but merely

tentative. ,

Rataiale

The rationale for this study was derived from the research'studies

related to teachers' and attitudes. These stelies generally

implythat a teacher's attitudes toward science have an effect onhis/

her students' attitudes toward science. Additionally, iti was felt by

the authors* ,and is generally believed by othei science educators y

that people should view scientific findings not as unquestionable

fe6ts, but is-simple explanations of natural.phenomena which are
.

subject to revision and to change,

Research Design and_Procedure

The research design utilized in this study was a nonrandomized, equiva-

ent control group, pre-post design. For this study three experimental

groups were utiflied. One group consisted of 12 senior elekentary

29
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educatign majors enrolled'in practice.teadang and cultural founditons

of education, in addition to the elementary science methods -course. A

se6ond =group consisted of 21 junior and senior special education majors

enrolled in a science methods course. The third experimental group

emulated of 23.junior elementary education majors enrolled in an educete

tfonal psychology course and a field-based observation course in

additIon to the elementary science Methods course: The control group

consisted of 32 junior elementary education majors enrolled in a reading

methods course, an educational psychology course, a field-based observa-

tion course, and a mathematics methods course. One-way analysis of

variance was used to show initial equivalence of all groups on the

criterion measure is well as with respect to the number of semester

hours of college level science taken by the subjects in each group.

The'tieatment time consisted of two.and one-half hours of instruction

a week for a period of 14 weeks.
1

.

The,ckterion measure.which determined the philosoPhicil view of science

via the Views of Seience (VSY instrument developed bY Hillis (1975),-

This instrument is a 40-item, five-point Likert...type rating s41e.

During its development, Hillis.reportedly established face validity

and a degree of=predictive validity based on deseximination among four.'

distinct populations. The instrument has an alpha reliability of 0.78

established by this study. For the grOups-described the calculated,

reliabilities were 0.71, 0.84, 0.80 and 0.76. Additionally, in this

study; a comparison of he'factor structure of the VS items. vas con-

ducted.
---

ducted. The factor analysis procedure utilized employed pri cipag.
1

components analysis and Varimax rotation for each grout= stud ed. 'The

factor structures were then used in a multiple discriminant nalyais

to show initial group similarity on philosophical views of he nature

of science.

Findings

I'

.. .

The data were analyzed with analysis of. covariance procedures. All
.=

poSsfble two-group comparisons andth -group comparisons were
If. .

36'
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calculated, Thus 10 separate groupings of the data were considered.
A

The statistical tests revealed significant differences in the six
. .

comparisons which included the control group andveither one or two

of the experimental groups. No differences were found in the four

comparisons that involved only two or three treatment groups.

Interpretations'

The instructional treatments which consisted of experiences pertaining

to elementary'scivce instruct ion clearly enhanced a student's philo-

sophical view of science. 'Studentsin all three experimental groups

came to view scientific knowledge as more tentative than did a similar

group of students not exposed to the outlined experiences. These find-..

ings were viewed as useful for pre-service elimentary education
%,

professors since the viewpoint of tentativeness of science explanations

Is a worthwhile objective o science education,,instruction. This study

thus points out the continuing need forCourses-which stress inquiry

.methods.and binds-on activities. 4,

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

_Overall the article'is well written in a clear, succinct style: The
.

Information that is. presented is aasily understandable. However, the
.

length of the article severely limits other researchers from making

additional interpretatiods of the educational 'significance of the
. 4

reported study. I realize that part of the briefness is the result
_ . s

of the restrictions placed u on the authors by the journal criteria for

research reports. Still a t ble of means and standard deviations.of

the pre- and post-test scores should be included in the report. In

this_study it is impossible to tell if the significant difference on

the post-test saves was the result of an increase in the scores on

the criterion measure of the experimental groups or the result of a'

decrease in the scores on the criterion measure of the control group.
. .

The first instance is of more educational signifiCance than is the

4
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. .1.. .

second' instance: Did the students in et4 mathematics methods class
t : .,

take the VS post-test as seriously isdid the studints in the experi-
.0 .

mental groups? 'Or, did they view the post-test as extraneous to the
A s.

course they bachswee..comPleted? This attitude would defiititely-show
.

up more)predominantly on a post-test meehre than on a re-test measure

sinci7'in the latter case, students` still have not yet dom. to grips' 0

with the course activi es and objectives. A table,of all meant would

certainly clarify this issue. The tab1esof adjusted means on the
44,.

.
post-test scores do not lend themselvesito such issues. ,

.
.

.

1r° ..,
.

.

.,
. ,

A second issue related to the statistical analysis is the failure to- .

mention or to conduct a one-way analysis of covariance do alisthe,voups

at once. Does this test on the loui groups, three experimentaI0and one

r..

/
control, show significance? If not, the tests conducted on bike two-

.

group combinations andjthe three-group combinations may not be appli-

cable. The alpha level is greatly inflated by just running all

:possible groupings of the data. 4

St

The educational significance of the study is%also diminished by the

vagueness of the described treatments. The defriptions of th/ core
4

tasks are worthwhile, but were.they administered or ompletqd in analo -t
.

gous fashion in all of the'experimental.groups? Dif rences in sample

size of the four groups alone leads one who has taught elemantaty

science methods classes:to believe the experiences and activities may

not have been similar. If, in fact; they are similar, should the
. e

sample experimental, groups be considered as one unit? Why yould it

be necessary to separate them simply because they are different sec-
,

6
tpris of the same, class? This:comblnation of .sections may also

'.. .

'eliminate some of the questions of generalizabill,ty isised by
.

the

small sample size of 12 for one of the.experimental groups:
, .

6

"
.

The non-random'assignment of students to th
1

various groups may also

be a cause' for some 9incern. Hdwever,..rand:m assignment' is rarely
.

: i

It
possible in actual university settings.' re, if research is ..

. - . .

.

to be con4ucte4, we must ofttimes settle for ihtact class assignments:
........

..-

IR the absence of randomization the.abthors 4e to be commended for

.321
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r

their efforti in analyzing' the grAups to show initial equivalence of
a a

groups, especially on the views measured by the VS instrument. The
. parr
factor analysis reported and the ensuing discriminant analysis using

4 the items as independent variables and the group membership as the

deOendent,variable helps alleviate many of the. concerns expressed

about initial group differences,

a.

Lastly,. the rationale for this study heeds to be more fully developed.

The research cited pertains to investigations of the relationships

---,between teacheril attitudes and beliefs and students' attitudes and

beliefs. However, the study was not conducted, so as to ascertain

relationships between teachers' and students' beliefs about the

tentative nature, of science: :.Vo measure was made of the teachers'

views of science. We do not know for sure if all three experimental

sections were taught by the same instructor or 4f the science methods

instructors' beliefs were tore like those assessed by the VS instru-

. meat than were the mathematics methods instructors'' beliefs. Thus,

much of the clted rationale is' inappropriate. Theietts, indeed, much .

4

science education research related to views of-science 'and understand-

ing theniture of sclenCe that is more relevant to thjs study.

This type of study shoulie continued if we are to effectively pre-

- scribe ch4
.

nges in science teacher education courses, The reasons

cited for concern -over students' views-of science point out the'need

for more related studies in this area. This study serves as aibegtnning

fox one university. It needs to be followed up with an analysis of

ctly what causes a change in students' views o4 science and an

analysis of whether this is a lasting chaugeor a rather transient

one. The authors' further analysis-oletheir VS instrument along

with the calculation of reliabililies on their elementary sample is

11108t helpful. Too often many researchers pick an instrument that was

constructed for an entirely different population and presume it will be

useful for their study. That thila was not the case is most refreshing.

More work, however, needs to be done-before we can justify specific

content or methodologies in sfienceeteacher education c ourses.
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Brown, William R. "rhe Effect of,Process -Skill Instruction on
Performance of PreserVice Elementary Teachers.". Journal of
Research in Science Teaching, 14(1):83417, 1977.
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Nigher Education; *Instruction; Learning Activities; *Preservice
Education; Science Education; Scientific Methodology; *Skill
Development

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Espiktally for I.S.E. by
Glenn H. Crumb, Western Kentucky

*

University:10

Purpose

The author wished to determine the effect of instruction in process'

skills on the ability of preservice elementary teachers toperform

these skills in a paper -andrpenciX situation: In short, can pre-

service teachers be taught to perform process skills?

Rationale

1

The Science--A Process Approach (AAAS, 1970) process' skills were used

as the basis fo preparing.a series of 14 laboratory exercises to be

completed by preservice elemehtary teachers in an open-choice access

laboratory schedule.

The general philosophy' underlying this (study) may be expressed in'

the statement that teachers will not, or cannot, deal with the process-

'skill component of science education unless they have experienced

.process science:

An over simpUfication of the same concept, but a parallel.statement

often heard is "One cannot teach what one does not knalw.".

Research Design and Procedure ,

('

"The cognitive study was corkucted in two time periods." The popula-

tion for the first component consisted of 105 undergra6ate preservice.

9

ay.
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;

elementary teachers enrolled in sections of a science metho4 course .
...

in the spring of 1973. "Students in boththe experimental end- control

groups registered for.itbe course without knowledge of who the profes-
sorsor would be, thus providing a random distribution of students between.

the two classes."

4,
,

"All students in the experimental groups (of the first c4tponent)'4

completed the series of process-skillS open-laboratory; 4xercises.

1 students in thecOntrolgroups did not Ciliflete the
t

process-

skill exercise, and they -did not receive any specific "instruction in

process development." .

The group of students used in the second component oft cognitiveistudy

consisted of students enrolled in the elementary 'science methods'

course during the fall and spring terms of the 197445 academic year.

All students in this latter component completed lthe open -- laboratory

activities.

"Student assignment to one of two treatmentginups'for the first coraT.

ponent was generated by an alphabetized list of class members.' names

arid a table of random numbers. The two:subgroups for the control:
.

4

group were produced using the same procedure.
.4

0

For the first cognitive study two subgroups took de-pretes.tt (01 and

03), two subgroups completed the proces*exercisei (X).andieg sub-

groups took a pbstittesr (02, 05,44, 06). The bajic design Ons:

Experimental Groups Control Gro06

01 1102

X 05

(n 0,

(1111

13)

12)

03 04 (n =Al)

4

06 (11 m0)
t'

Analysis of variance with unequal cell frequencies was Used to test,

e significance of difference of the poit-lest scores.: The treat-
,

meat effect was. estimated from the row means and the pretesting

'effect was estimated from column means. erection of testing

with treatment was estimated from cell ease.
I .*

.
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For the second cognitiVe.study the 'author empioyea the pretest-

post-test design fot two semesters. Within subject comparisons
.

4.%

were subjected to thit-test ,for independent measures.

The instruments used for asiessmime,in the "cognitive study" were

the Process/Skills of-Sciencetest (for the, first component) and

the Science Process Acvities Test (a revised form' of the former

Instrument) in the second component. The author repotted-Ruder--- ,
Richardson reliability estimationkof 1.5eand 0.54 respectively

..

for the-ewo.Anstruments. A discussion of validation schemes used

byTthe author for those instruments will be def .erred.for later
. I

comment.

t

Finding's_

The results'of..the analysis of variance of the means of the first

study subgroups yieldedfhe results below (after Myers, 1966):

Source ' SS dF

Rows ,treat) 3.957) 1

-.Cpl. (pietest) 1.686 1

RXC (interaction). 3.947 1

Withlp 36.900 39

.S.) F

3.957 4.18

1.78

3.947 4.17

.940- .

Sig.*

.05

NS

. .05

*F14,.09 to be significant at .-05,-F(1.39).

The reported beans for the subgroups and. the conditions of the &Aomori

Four--Group design are:

1

.1/1'

(1) 02 '01 14.55 '13.38

(2) 02`o 04 . 14.55 It 14.55 4.

(3) 05> 06 17.83', 13.86

(4) 05> 03. 17.83 V. 14.55

37
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All conditions were met except step two, where the mean scores were

equal. Based upon%Dunnett'ltesf of the experimental and control
.

group means (05, 06) the author found that "The experimental'groOn

scored significantly higher than the control group when neither group

was pretested." The interaction, effect was also examined using
.

Dunnett's method. The author reported finding that the interaction .

.

effect; 02 06, was not significant..

The pretest and post-test means for the autumn and spring groups were

compared on a,semester basis using a t-test. Thereported results

were: .

Group Mean dIF (n-1) Cal. t

Autumn pre .11.99
post 14.24. 82

Spring, pre 11.77
post 14.32 '39

8.44

6.12

..v1Cr

Interpretations
.

Sit. Y

. -

Based upon, the results of the first cognitive study'in which the author .

reported the treatment (051006) to produce a significant difference

in the dean scores favog#g'the experimental group, (p .65), he

Concludes that "instruction using.a'series of open-laboratory activi-ties.was statistically ef,fective in teaching the processes of science

to preservice elemenfaryAeachers:" .11 more coiprehenspie statement

,.was made by ihe author based upon the additional results obtained from"
t

the second study. the author concludes that the results of both the

first and sAcond cognitive 'study "ledd,suppow:t%to the hypothesis that

preservice'elementary teachers do learn the ptocess of science as.

assessed by the Scieate.Procees Activities test.

,

3$
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ABSTRACTOeS ANALYSIS

, a

Brown reports what appears to be, upon initial'exaiination, a study

with particular importance for elementary school science teacher train-

ing. However, plaFed in the historical context of the implementation

strategies designed for Science--A Process Approach and the events

related to those strategies, sevetal questions must be raised.

Reports on file with the National Science Foundation, the Amery.

Psupporting agency for implementation strategies in'the eriod from

1968-1975., are replete with data which indicate the successes enjoyed

by science educators in teaching both inservice and preservice elemen-
.

tary schbol teachers the science process skills., These data were

collected using the behavioral objectives, the teaching strategies

and the evaluation strategies whih are indigenous to the Science--

A Process Approach materials. One cannot helNut raise the question;

:1

, ..

"Why no reference tothis prodiguous amount of work,mostly unpub-

lished, but voluminously reported at the Meetings of thevarious pro-
,

fessional science organizations?" the studies published-by members of

the AAAS writing team alone would conktitute several:41/0142es. Taken ,
,

...

in this context, there is no new finding reported by Biow'n since it is

well - established that ementary ,-tementary school teachers and, ipdeedelemen-
tary school pupils can be taught the processes of science. One must

then look in other domains to find a contribution being made by Brown

as a reEinit.of this research effort.

The deVeloPillent of -a behaviorally based curriculum for elementary

'` school science such as Science--A Process Approach was a revolu-i

ionary step in its time. Many educators and scientists were, and

some still are,opposed to thelnotion that it is possible to teach

only those things which can be measured objectively.: In retrospect

the difficulty' encountered was perhaps more related to differences

between conventionally accepted evaluation wind that,proposed by the

AAAS writers. iIr is inthis veiti 00 one finds Brown's coniribIP.

tient. The developmerit of i penciland-paper instrument which, is

designed to measure objectively cognitive gains in science skills

and processes.finds its place in.the #3 for most conventional

k

0

.1

4.
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1.

eduistors. The instrumentation then becomes the important focus in

this study, not the Ione fait that processes of science c be'taught.

Brown reports that there were 13 identified processes in the

'materials used in developing the. initial peniil-andLpaper test, and

thkt two items were constructed for each, with the exception of exper-
.

imeating. ..Two_ questions seem appropriate concerting 'this approach.

First, inasmuch as the author seeks to measure or evaluate the ability

of students to perform the skills or processes, one mustask how *it

was determined that the items developed did, in fact, measure the

abilityto perform processes versus evaluation of verbal explanation

About performance.of the processes. Investigations have revealed that

college students and other adults, can accurately draw a diagram of a

completed circuit involving.a dry cell, a flashlight bulb, and a ''
. .

single piece of wire. However, when given the three items, they are

able to complete thejircuit only after a significant.amonnt of tal

(11 and error. Are theie twoseparate processes here? "If so, did the

items in Brown's tes.r evaluate both? A second question cagarding the

instrumentation also relates to the.number of processes and the number'

,of test items. ,The AAAq writing team clearlysindicated that the pro-
4'

iess of experimenting wa&more involved and requi ed some understand-

ing and use ofless sophisticated, processes bserving). Based

upon this fact, one must ask,, "Did the initial instrument have a

sufficient number of items to adequately evaluate the ability to

perform each individual process?" ,This crucial question is particu-
.

larly important'in view of ttl.type entity 'the author. proposes to

4 measure.

I.

Brown states that the second instrument was developed from the first,

a d that the revised test consisted of fewer items. This places an
.

,added:loadon each item and elevates theiimportanoe of thetwo ques-

tions raised earlier regarding the number of items and the ability
,

Of& pencil-and-Taper test to measure 'process skill attainment.

Althodgh Brown discusses pfOcesses used to-estabiisil the reliability

and validity of the instruments, the crucial issues still remain

unresolved. In addition, the author may not have dealt with the

40
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1. test length'eff4ct in reporting the reliability coefficients, although

his reference (Ferguson, 1946) clearly points out the problem. No

mention is made by Brown about the length effect, which, if applied

to the data reported, lowers the reported values of the\eC-R 20 to around

around 0.43 and 0.41, respectively.

The'attempts made by the author to deal with the validity of the instru-
.

ments leave some areas open'to criticism. Although Brown states that

the source of the items for the test was the Science--A Process Approach

exercise pamphlet, the selection was limited to those "that could be

used in a paier7and-peniil format." One must 'askwhether or not those

selected were representative of protesses as intended by the AAAS

authors? Brown's use of'a "panel" could have answered this latter cities -

tion, had he made use of a panel consisting of the AAAS authors. or other

established science educators. 'Using a panel of students would seem to

leave the question unanswered.

.

Due to the limitations of space placed upon tfie author by convention

and guidelines of The Journal of Research in Sciene Teaching, addi-.

tional reference work is needed to ascertain details concerning the

' instrumentation used in the study. Serious researchers must not only

examine other reeearch reporti and. the work ot the AAAS writing team,

but )lso the tests th6selves before coming to-conclusions concerning

the...e.fiforts reported in this article. '

41
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Campbell, Richard and Jaies Okey. "Influencing the Planning of
Teachers with Instruction in Science Process Skills." Journal

of Risearch in Science Teaching, 14(3):231 -234, 1977.-
.Descriptors - -*Achievement; *Educational Research; *Instruc-
tion; Methods Courses; Preservice Education; *Process
Education; *Science Education; *Teacher Education

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.SE. by
WIWI= R. Brown Old Dominion University.

)4,

!urpose

The two questions investigated wire: (1) Mst. nfluence did process

skill instruction have on preservice teachers' a) achievement, (b)

selection of process objectives for a science unit, (c) attitudes

toward process skills, and (d) the use of process objectives and

activities in lesson. plans? (2) What were the relationships between

preservice teachers' open- or closed-mindedness and their (a) achieve-
.

ment of science processes, (b) attitudes toward processes, and (c)

use of processes in lesson planning?

Rationale

The investigators cited several studies to support their position
4 4

that both the knowledge and attitudes that teachers possess affect
tr

their actions. In order for elementary teachers to effectively use

the current instructional piograms that include a strong process

Cdmponent, they must understand these process skills. They must

also be convinced of theltralue of children 166ing the process,

componentof'science: This investigation extended studies by

Jaus (1975).
"1, .,

114

Research Design and Procedure --

4
. .

Seventy -six preService elementary teachers 01 a college, methods

Alass-were assigned at randoW.to treatment and control`groups of

31 per group. Ali subjectecompleted instruction in preparing

4

:
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objectives and in constructing lesson plans. The Campbell and Stanley

nomenclature was poet test-only control group design (Gagne, 196.0.

R X

R 0 r
The independent variable was process instruction. A self-instructional f,

-cmogram that included both hand6-on and paperand -pencil a ctivities,w1

used (Okey, 1973).

The dependent variables were: (1) achievement, (2) attitude, (3)

selection of process objectives,-and (4) use Of. process objectives

and activities, in lesson plans.

The instrument used to assess achievement ot.measuring, observing,

classifying; communicating, inferring, and predicting had a KR-20

reliability of .96.

A 30-item attitude measure, ,using a five -point Likert scale, had "a

split-half reliability of .93. A high score was interpreted to'indi-

sate more favorable attitudes toward the importance of andWillingness

to uae process skills in science instruction;

The selection of process objectives was accomplished by a question-
.

mare. The instrument contained ten objectives related to factual

knowledge and ten proc s objectives for a unit. SUbjects selected,

ten objectives from the list as being most desirable if they! were

to teach the unit. Test-retest reliability was .79.

Theuse of-process objectives and activities in lesso.plans was

.assessed by'examining plans prepared by the subjects.:

Face valiclity of the four postmeasurei was established by a panel and,

by admipistration to preservice.teachers not included in the experi-

mentallor control groups.

43
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The Rokeach Dogmatise}
1

der.Scale was also used as apostmeasure to de
.., ,

1

(mine Open-mindedness of the subjects. .
,

.

. ,

S.

st.

Data were analyzed by a t-test and by correlation.
;

.

Significant' differences were calculated. that indicated, that t treat-
,

meat subjects: (1) scored higher on ale process achievement 4est,

(2) selected more process objectives for units, and (3) inclu ed more

process activities in lesson plans thtn 'did the control sobj cts.

Significant correlations were found l'etween process achievem nt and

attitude toward process skills and between the dogmatism sc res and

the number orprocess activities included in lesson plans.

Interpretations

The investigators concluded that instruction was effectiv in increas-

ling the subj el s' knowledge of procesq skills. The delec ion of basic'

process objectiyes for units and the reclusion of proces related

'activities in lesson,plans paralleled the findings of Jal (1975),

who considered the integrated processes.

Attitude changeswere not detected. The inveptigators s pted that it

was-probably,unrealistic 16expect, such changes ina sh rt period of

time. Prior work in social studies by all 76 subjects y, 'have

affected the attitude variable.

es
4

rc
It was inferred that instruction can alter theobility of preservice,

teacheri to use science processes, at least for a short duration.

Long-range studies are suggested to see if changes in skills and in

planning practicei persist.

-)



ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

This studye.along with others (Brown, 1977), has established thatt

service elementary teachers can become proficient in the use of the

process component of science., Instructioh specifically oriented to

the basic and integrated.processes can be included as part of a

"methods" course (Brown, 1974).

4O,

The fact that preservice teachers selected process objectives foi units

and inclilded process objectives in lesson plans is important. Teachers

gust not only be competent in content, but they must realize the direct

application of content in instruction of children.

The general design of the study could. be -improved by the use of pre-

Art tests. The use of.the Solomon Foci -Group Design would be helpful in

assessing pre-treatment effects (Gagne, 1963). The investigators

commented that a social studies.unit-completed'by the subjects priot

to the experiment may have affected attitudes toward process. Pre-

testing would help,to analyze this affect. Pre - .testing would also

lend support to the effectiveness of the specific instructional .

.

treatment.

Since ac elicit and attitude were. assessed, it would be helpful to

know the act duration of the study. This was not.ppecified in the

report.

It is stated' in the report that the treatment consieted of a series Of

activities oriented to the basic science processes. Although, science

as process can be compartmentalized into separate categories, scien-

:tific investigation is he continuity of thought and action and the
.

skipping back and forth from one process skill to another. PerhapS

in order to truly "underStand" the individual processes and t heir inter=

relatedness, several. experimental -type activities could be completed by -

teachers. Experimenting as a process fs the integration of all separate

processes.
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, '. i
A valuable component of this investigationwas tht assessment of dilitig':

.

- inclusion of process-objectives in lessO9 plans. It would.be inter-
8

.

estinvAeOcnow the "quaiify" of the objectives in addition,tetheir '

frequency. For example, were the ptocdss objedtives included in lesson

. glans restricted to easily observable behaviors, such as sorting
%

,

objects' on the basis of size? WqFe.more,complex process objectives
. ..... ...

Included, such as grouping objects according to a perional criterion?

Although both these examples deal with classifying, the mental opera-.
.

. s

tions necessary are quite different. In the op on of the reviewer,
. .

It would be unfortgnateoif dhjectives for children were restricted to

the first type, even if they are easier, to measure: Were complex
.. .4

9 objectives 'stated that involved 'the interaction'of two pr more processes?

r

In the assessment of process achievement, a paper-and-pena41 instrument'
. .

. e.
was used. Can process achievemen be adequately measured using this

form of. inktrument? If thp4i
. -.,

t &don involved a hands -on manipulai*on

*de, is it appropriate to as ss by pal/r7pd-pencil? This issue of t-

.

instructioh-meaSurement mode remains 6 be resolved. . , '
. .

'0.,
7

.

. .,,

. .

' '. . fiP
It would be helpfulsin,the Analysia.,of data if t,e t -test and corrala:

. t .

tions caXcialated were specified or.refereAced. The reader can'ittei-

pret data more effectively with greatemecificiti of statistical '
* .

techniques. .
. .

. .

1

.

A
,....e t' '

. -

)
!..... .4

. .

It was noted' in the repor4 haf4gachers,included proce s-relat
.

activities in lesson pas,eVen4sgeri they had not stated pr cIss ,. . ..

...-

. . 0% , ..A9.. . 4 .

objectives. This outcome has at lgastpolilkerpretatio . Perhaps
.. .. %. .

the subjects were sensitiverio.piVesi.and refore included this as

part of the activities, On thqoatier hand 4 can be infetied that

the activities seiec ed di not reilfc't stated objectives:., How.

specific should a process jedtiVe be? 'IP a child selects the most ..

. 0 .. .

appropriate mestiring tool as pat oean activity,'willthis outcome
.4 .

be measured? If the objective specifies the behavior, specific

assessment will be possible.

e r

Wbat.itrijkobjective of the activity

room? ib''was to measure a ? Wit!). this mut,. roa d er objective, a child ..

..
,

could measure a roomwith a totally fprotriate unit. .In order to
..e. ..i.

. f N. ,' w .

.filloid this' type of ambiguity, objecti es!Isay be very specific. This

' 46 :.: :::
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helps in assessing exacttywhat is to have been learned. A potential

problem with t his type of spec ficity is that objectives-inst ruction-

evaluation will be restricted lower levels and not ihadde the

mental operations of anaysis and,synthesis. A comprehensive science

program, one which includes process skills, should include a range of

objectives and experiences that are coordinated and developmental, K-12.

-3.

An area of research that needs to be pursued is.the long-term eTfect of

process instruction on teachers and on their children. If teacher are
. *

knowledgeable about and sensitive to process, will they translate this

into experiences for children? What effects will these experiences have

on children?

The process component of science has become an integral facet of instruc-

tion (White, 1978): We can train teachers in this area. Instructional

Materials are'available for-use in gratis KA.2 (SAPA II, 1979). Child-

ren can do process sciepce. yrocess science can be evaluated over a,

wide range of learning.leverslfrom basic knowledge through synthesist

The real practical iroblem:exists, that given the previous statements,

how much procets-orienteescience ii actually being used, especially

in grades 4-6? Mosit:administratort, teachers,-andithildren perform

relative to a reward system. For some people, the reward system is,

intrinsic. For many, rewards are extrinsic. Perhapt the question is

nOtanprocess sgience happen, but does it happen? Perhaps leadership

perfohnel should insist that certain exper0iences be'included in instruc-
.

,tion. 'It seems to this reviewer that lanned instruction must be a

Ooordine ated effort, K-12, that transcen *traditional subject matter

boundaries (White, 1978). We must insist that certain things occur:
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Lowell, Walter E. "A Comparative Study of Abstract.Learning in

Mentally Retarded and Norma! Subjects." Papdr presented at the
annual meeting of the National Association-fox Research in
Science Teaching, San Francisco', 'April, 1976.

Descriptors--*Concept Oormationer*Educational Research;
*Instruction; *Learning; learniniDifficultueb; Learning
Theoties; *Mentally Handicapped; Mental Retardation;

. *Science Education. ,

V ®

.i

..,.. . Depended Abstract and Analysis frepaed ispecially:_for I.S.E. by
Claudia B. Douglass, Central Michigan University. ! .

Purpose

The pgrpose of the research wag to construct a theoretical mo 1 of
. _

abstraction accountable ta,the variety and scope of research the

1;111 and, f rther, to explore the role of abstraction in humanf
.

thinking. ierarthial model of abstraction and a test based on

. of classificatioU, one dimen-this model were constructed. The Orderet 4
sion of the model, was evaluated using mentaXiv retarded and normal

ability subjects (Lower, 1976). .

Rationale ,

O

.

Abstrictian is fundamental to the area of intelligence and concept/
.

foiman (Adibe, 1972; Infielder and,PiagAt, 19/8), Yet,'the,defini-:
.

.tion and structure of abstractidh acquisition is imprecise and
,

1,

A
...

variable throughout the field. Abstraction is thg process of ,,

...3;,-

separating the qualities or attributes of something.frod the whole.

As a cognitive process, it involves discriminating specific attri-
.

butes and then combining them in a new way to form a generalized ''
. . - .

representation of an experience. The modes of organisation have badh,

Identified and sequenced as categories, sets of relations, and opera=

tilos (Pella and Triezenberg, 1969). Cladsificationo relati on( and :

.
.

Operations are orders and, in Lowell's model, within "eactiorderjAte
, . %_

.

six levels. Each level and each order have been hierarchicAlly , t

arranged from sidple to complex CL6well, 197$. The ,attempt to :k
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.. structure abstraction is not new; however, thehierarehicalmodel,a4nd

'its testing are a significant contribution to this area-of research.

-.

Research Design And Procedure

The 149 subjects were divided into the folldving five groups: (1)-37

'mentally retarded'students randomly selected from the special educa-'.

tion classes of an urban New Jersey school district, (2) 32 public

School students whose chronological age wns Equivalent to the mean
4 1.

mental age of the grourl subjects, (3) S3 public. school students , -

.

whose chronological age vas equivalent to the chronological age of
. .. .

- the group 1 subjects,'(4) 18 private school students whote chronologi- '

.

cal age was equivalent to the mean mental age of the group 1 subjects]

4

k

'and (5) 29 private school students whose chronological age was equiva-
.

lent to the chronological age of the group 1 students. Depending upon

the availability of information, the subjects were assigned to groups

2'5 on the basis of IQ, reading scores, or teacher evaluation;

Each Abject was tested at levels I through VI in the Order of Classi-;

fiwItion. Each subject was.shoWn two

examples of an instance to be taught.

the contents, the box was removed and

The second box .containedx objects,

boxes. The first contained two
,

Once the subject had examined,

a second box was presented.
ti

two, examples of the instance

V be taught and four distractors. The subjects were'asked to seledt

the two examples from the six objectswhich illustrated the instance

taught. The criterion level of achievement was successful completion

Of the task within400 trials. Successful completion of the task was

considered to be correct identification of both.examples of the

instance contained in the second box.' All subjects were shown. all

six levels of classification regardless of their 'degree of success,

at previous levels.

. A record of the maximum level of abstraction reached and-the number

of trials it took to successfully complete each level were kept for

each,subject and summarized for each group:
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,

Findings, ,

. .

.

. )' ,
..

A

' The mean level
.

l of elstractiob for each group was determihed as was the
i

s

lean number of trials/equired to reach criterion performance.' A one-'

. .wsyHANOVA wai'performed On.,thf dependent variable of average level

achieved amongthl five groups. A significant difference was' shown

s to exist.(F..42.56, df=4/144, p<.05), . A Scheffgmatiple rInge test
, . .

was then applied. The performance Hof the mentally retarded subjects,

group 1, was significantly lower -than all bther grdups . Group

-2 showed a lowerlevel of performance than its private school counter]

part, _group 4 (p < .05) .

The six-level test presented to each student Ras composed Of eight
,

subtests. Therefore, the minimum number of cumulative trials to

reach level six was eight and the maximum number of trials was six-
.

. teen. The average number =of cumulative trials waS. determined, for' .1

each group as evidence foricognitive strap. No analyses were per-
--.

formed on the data but general comparisons were made. 'Group I required

more trials to complete the tesothan all other groups and group 2 -.
, . .

showed signs of greater difficulty also. .
Ne. .

, Interpretations

Although-groups 1, 2 and46 were of the same mental age, they did not

iwt6W`Chmable levels-of abstraction., Group 1 scored .significantly

elUerthan the Other two groups implyinf that mentally 'retarded sub-
.

jetts demonstrate.different cognitive processes than do their normal %.

_ mental equivalents. The differencei between the public school

c ldren and the Slightly advantaged private school children

ggested that pre-school experiences may play an important role in

ognitive development. It may be true that both diepe"Ily

'retarded and.the publi schoOl children lacked the culturally rich
p-.

early experiences of th vate school children.

The sequencing of the levels of the model was validated by the cumu?

lative number of t rials it took a Student to complete the six levels

33
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of the' est. Students found each level increasingly difficult. The

hierarchy was further substantiated by a retesting of ten of the

mentally retarded subjectsfive.weeks after.the initial testing.

Sir of these subjects reached the same level of abstraction, two

dropped one.level'and two went up one level. In all instances but

one, once-a subject failed at one ltypl of a test, he tailed on all

successively hig r levels Cthe-test. This was the case for 82.6

percent of th original five groups of students. The test vas,

therefore, considered reliable by Lowell (1976).

-

A

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

There is potential for Lowell's 'work to'contribute signifiscantly to

the organization of abstraction acquisition research. He has

developed a model synthepizing the major ideas of previous

researchers and hap gone a step farther by testing the model.

Often, modeii7iFF developed but their validity is not investigated:

A need certainly exists for a model of abstraction since many
I'

curricula
1
are based on the assumption that concepts are obtained'

and assimilated in a hierarchical manner (Ausubel, 1963; Gagne, 1965).

The emphasis of the'CAsearch repo;ted'by Lowelb was clearly the

development of to model. His testing of the model needs to be more

extensively explored.

of the three groups of

stantiated by the fact

No .rationale was offered for the selection

subjects. The validity of the model was sub-

that almost 83 pexcet of the subjects who

failed at one leiel of the test, failed it all successively higher

'levels. This type of a result could hive been obtained With any

yell chosen group of subjects. However, the cultur41 insights

resulting from the comparison of the data ot the three grOups are

important and interesting. The study'could have been improved if

complete standardized test results'were available for comparison of

1-
. 8olence-Corriculum Improvement Study and_seipnep --A Prnrp'et

Aoproach,are two examples of elementary. school science curricula.



F

the thfee groups of subjects. .With regird to methodology, the only
.

. other improvement might have been a larger retest group.

`-The data were analyze4. well and clearly reported: Although there
.

were MIX leVels in the Order of Classification which was tested,,

there were a total of eight teats. No.explanation was offered as

to why levels IV and V had two tests instead of one. Also, Figure

4 represented the six. test levels as acontinuous variable. A bar

graph may have been more appropriate since each level is,disCfete.

and since, prior to this study, their sequence was uncertain.

.Aa stated earlier, the modelwas well conceived andthe study was

well conducted. In thdPanalysis,of Lpwell's research, it was AWL-. .

cult to find any areas which could be improved. Further research

with subjectsof different mental agesand with more subjects,would

lend greater support to the model, at least for theOrder of Clissi-

' f/cation. Obviously, more work on the identification and sequencing

of the remaining tWo orders is required. A very interesting appli-

cation of this model and the associated testing is the comparison of

culture groups. The cognitive patterns:of many different types of

-subjects may be,compaied on thiebasis. From the information regard'.

ing cognitive disposition one could develop appropriate and more

specialized teaching strategies and materials. o.

I

\
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Sehifer, E. and J. L. Syers. "The Effectiveness of Cue' Fading in

Teaching Kindergarten Children to SerialiOrdei." Journal of
Research in Science- Teaching, 12(3) :281-/92, 1975.

'-Descriptors--*Cues; Educational Research; 'Kindergarten
'Children; Learning; Learning Theories; *Learning Processes;
*Primary Eduction; Science Education; *Serial Ordering.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for I.S.E.

. 'Willis 3. Horak; University cy Arizona. °,

.

yurpose_ . .

. ,
This study was designed ro8 investigate the effects of instruction on

. the acquisition of sferialt ordering abilities of young children.

Specifically, it 4ealt with the effectiveneis of, cuing and cue fading
..

in an individualised situation upon thracquisition," retention, and

transfer of the ability to insert objects into.ordered sets. Add4.-

tionally the study.wns Viewed as an attempt to expand the theoretical ..., ,

basis for explaining the development of serial Ordering abilities in
_ _.

young children. This was to be accon+lished by..ascertaining whether

the ability to serial order is ,greatlynfluenced by attention fee-.
tors such as learning roftend to relevant tasskeicharacterisitics.

. .

Rationale

' . .

40
C

., .
I

The rationale for this study, is'developed around two educationnl

theories.. The first one cited is based upon Itheedivelopmental

psychology* of Piaget. Piaget is interpreted .byv Many educators to
. .

contend that limited specific training.Cannot replace general types

of instruction in fostering cognitive development. Many studies
.

have, however, cast doubt on this contention. Consequently this

study was designed to extend the' tests; of Piaget!s contention .by

providing specific instruction in seriaroraering.

The second theor y' is identified es the "American learning theory"
tb

by the researchers -and defined and characterized as I) placing.

ailabasis on cor rive feedback, 2). paying attention to. relevant

-t-:
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task stimuli, 3) including cuing and cue fading in instruction, and

4) sequencing instruction from least, difficult to most difficult,

thus 5) *wring a high incid4Q)Of success throughout the instruc-

tion. The research related to this approach is based upon the

cited studies of Bloom and his colleagueseand other studies bor.

Gagne and his colleagues which are not explicitly cited.

Research Design and Procedures

r'

The experimental design utilized in this study was the pretest-
,

posttest control gtoup design with repeated measures., For this

study children were randomly assigned to treatment or control or

special control conditions after they were determined to be on

Piaget''s second stage or third stage in the development of serial

ordering capabilities. The second stage of serial ordering is ./

characterized by children's ability-to order objects by trial and

error, and by their inability to insert a disarranged set of

objects into an ordered set. The experimental group contained
. . -.

15.children in thelsecondstage of seriation capahillties did the

control group contained 17 children in the second stage of seria-

tion capabilities. All children were selected froi a kindergarten

class in, a rural comiunity.

(

In addition,

considered a

received the

These chit&

vor

children determined to be in Piaiet's third stage were

special control.group and giveh no instruction but

identicakpost test 132 days after, initial pretesting.

were then compared to the orlginalstage two exper-

imental and co rol group childreh.

/nstiuction consisted of three 30-minute sessions with each child.

A14 of the training was focused on the insertion' capability.' The

' first and the second sessions consisted of 45 tasks and 31 tasIsp

respectively and were related to'seriation of sticks. The third

sessionsconsisted of 24 tasks and was related to seriation of

cards upon which parallel lines had been dryn. All sessions

utilized cuing and que fading. The cues for the sticks dealt
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With the incremental sizes of the sticks and the cues for the

parallel lines dealt with. :the relationship of width-of lines to
A

the number of lines on each card.

Posttests were administered one, eight, any! 132 days after instruc-

tion 4.4mskjAtention. These tests .consisted of 11 tasks classified.

as either near or far transfer tasks which were administered during

thefirst and\the second testing session and eight tasks classified

as either far or far-far transfer which were administered during the
: .

third testing cession. Children either had to serially order a set
. _

of materials or.to-inngt objects. into a previously; ordered set of

materials.

Findigs

The collected data were analyzed utilizing a repeated measures multi

Nariate analysisof variance. The analysis revealed' significant

(0.05 level) treatment, posttest (retention), and test .type (trans-

fer) main effects. Additionally it revealed significant treatment X

test type and treatment X posttest X test type interactions. Uni-
.x

:vitiate repeated me(sures analysis of variance"techniques,were'
.

utilized as post hoc procedures. On 9enear transfer data a signi-,

ficinttreatmentmaitt effect was revealed with the experimental

..groutes overall transfer mean.. On the far, transfer data a signift-.

cant°posttest maiii effect was revealed. Additional analyses were.

conducted with the special control group which consisted of those

children ascertained to be in stage three seriition before the

treatments, and with the experimental and control groups separately.'

. risqlts'of these special analysis revealed that 132 days after

instruction the experimental and special control groups_did not

differ significantly on any tasks, but that the control and'gr

special control groups did differ significantly on the near and

the far transfer tasks.

.1
S
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,Interpretations.

The instructional treatment utilizing cuing and cue fading produced

substantial.durablechadtes in children's abilities to per4rm

specific. serial ordering tasks. Therefore, apparel tly the acquisi-

tion of serial ordering cppabilities depends in part on learning and

not solely on the unfolding of some internardevelopmental structure

or mechanism.

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

In the introduction of,this article the authors cite the work of

Piaget and colleagues as influencing.the rationale for the study..

/keycontend that the results may indicate that specific limited

training can supplant the role played in cognitive development by

massive geieral'types of experience. Theanalysis of the data.

reveals that this is apparently true. Nowever,'IX the theotetical

basis of the study lies in the cognitive developmental ideas of

Piaget, it appeara.as though different treatments of the data or

analysis might hive been attempted.

Inhelder and Piaget (1964, p. 49)have indicated that serial opera-
-.

tions are simpiy an inttriovized result of previous.activities.

Their origin must be-sought in sensori-motor schemata rather than

in a purely perceptlal schema. The operational, schema of seriation

48 anticipatory. Students realize id advance that, when they are.

faced with an ordering task or an insertion task that, by choosing

the smallest element that remains in a set; they will eventually

build a series in.which each term is larger than the preceding ones.

With.this,operational view of seriation there is no reason,to.assume
4

that wtthintthe anticipatory schema scoring' 80 percent on.a group of

seriation tasks is any better than scoring 66 percent on those same
,

taski. What is important, as far as cognitive ii the

ascertained stageLof development or-the change in t e stage of

development. Similarly, even though significantly different than
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another group's scores, does' a score of 51.9 perc'ent.on far4ar
rw. .au

transfer tasks imply superiority in cdtutt.ive developmental leirels?

*Maybe or maybe not. If we are interested in .cognitive development

we must, as Inhelder, Sinclair and Bovet (l04, p. 7) state, "realize

that it is necessary, to make a-distinctiojn:between whal the subject

learns from the.pOlgi of view of the form or the logical-mathematical

fratiework of the concepts - -the reflective abstractionand whai he.

learns from the point of view of the content 'of the conceptsthe

sinplq dbsttaction. If we are concerned about the-former, then we

must be concerned with the level of developtent of the child which J

most times is more than percent of correcisolUtions. If the con-

tent of Xhe concepts is important then the percent of correct *-.
co

responses is an appropriate concern.

I

This Study seemed to not address either specific issue. It initially

assigned students to groUps based upon their st ges in the development

of serial ordering and
if

then did not identify t* stage of development

of the children after the instructional treatment. -. Additionally the

.percentage scored'on the tasks identified as fir' transfer and far-far

transfer reveal percentages that would lead one-to'doutIt whether

children initially identified as stage three wirel;Uctlally in stage

three. Or, if the children are truly in stage three; then perhaps

the.specific items .are requiring more than seriation ability to

complete. .aimilarlyi if-we.are.thterestea sin the content of the
. ,

cpaceptthen initially grouping the children byAleVels or stages of

cognitive development on seriation tasks liMits the gemeralizability

of our findings. If the cuing and cde fading instructional treatment : .

_ does affect seriation ability, it may bemeaningful to know if it has

parallel or disordinalnteraction effect.on children at different'

cognitivelevels.'

The study is more meaningful when related to other studies in the'
J. :

area of concept learning ratherthan coghi.tive Ovelopment. Much

othe research-in this area has addressed itself'to the dual prob-
.

lees of transfer.ind retention. This study expands that base of

ktiOwledge by utiltzing a cuing and cue fldini instructional program

61 f4.
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along with seriation activities. Additionally the identification

of the levels of transfer of the post test tasks is most useful..

The complete description of the poe-test, instructional procedures

and materials, and post-tests is -most refreihing. More studies

should 'report such important infordation. Also the complete

description of how the simple was obtained and how the data were

analyzed is most useful. It is*, however, impossible to tell from

the article what was the content. of part one and part two of the .

post test.
1
This maybe important not only from a developmental

point, of Vied but also from a standpoint of analyzing. cuing and.

cue fading as a viable instructional method. We must in this case

'beeconceriled not only with all levels of development but,also with

the specific types of post test items.. .

4.

From a retention point of view, this study is most beneficial. luny

I.

previpus retention studies have been conducted from a memory stand-

point with retention being viewed ai influenced bythe processes of

consolidation of learned-material by rehearsal and by activation
A

. of a type of memory trace (Herriot,..Creen and McConkey). They

believe that a memory trace undergoes deterioration over a period

of time, thus leading to forgetting especially if the elapsed time

involved activity. The long-range retention.results of this study

appear to indicate that actually not much forgerbing did dccur.

However, a perusal:of 'the slopei of the lines representing the

scores for the near and,far transfer Seem to indicate that even-

tdally the control and the experimental group? scorestwill converge.

1In c reclusion, the *fact that two research bases for this study were

implied makes ithard to ascertain the full importance of the study

-for either area of research. Many procedures that are most useful

in one area are not applicable to, the other area: Dueto the fact

thit'percentages of correct.responseawere the reported data, I

would question. the statement of

Plagets notion, specific short

expanded cognitive development.

the researchers that, contrary to

perioaof instruction lead to

In his article "CogV.tive Develop-
.. .

went and the Learning of- Elementary Concepts," J. F. Wohlwill aptly

111
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.suma'up the cited research dilemma when hestated,'"It is'not only

the acquisiti n 0 a new response, such that a child mightirehrn

about sOmethin thitho did not know before. It is not the acqui-

Sitlon of fact or knowledge. generally, but it is a matter of

givirig up one tyke ofkiesponse which is extinguished whileanotil

one is being developed. I think that when a learning intirpreta-

elm is advanced, thishas to be borne in mind."

. .
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